
Documentary Photography Individual Presentation 
 
 
Prepare a formal seven-minute presentation introducing your chosen photographer & his/her work 
to HNRS 398: documentary.  In your presentation, include what or who your photographer has 
chosen to photograph & why, the timeframe for their work, where or how their work was made 
public (exhibitions, publications, etc), and how they funded their work. Show at least five examples 
of their work in a powerpoint or other comparable format that allows for full-class viewing.    
 
Provide Professor Bloxom with typed notes of your talk before your presentation which should 
include a list of the photographs you are prepared to share.  
 
 
Photographers to choose from:   

Margaret Bourke-White 
Robert Capa   
Earl Dotter 
Wendy Ewald    
Donna Ferrato    
Jill Freedman    
Maya Goded 
Matt Herron 
Graciela Iturbide 
Antonin Kratochvil  
Ken Light 
Don McCullin   
Peter Magubane 
Mary Ellen Mark 
Christina Goettsch Mittermeier  
Hansel Mieth   
Wayne Miller 
Michael Nichols 
Eugene Richards   
Joseph Rodriguez  
Fazal Sheikh    
Dayanita Singh   
Michelle Vignes 

 
You may choose another documentary photographer, but must clear it with me a week before the 
presentation is due.   
 
 
Due: Monday, October 17



HNRS 398 Fal l  2011 
Documentary Photographer Individual Presentation 
 
 
Name: 

Date: 

 
Photographer: 
 
 
Checklist: 
  Student has clearly prepared ahead of time for the presentation. 
  Presentation is at least 5 minutes and not more than 10 minutes long.  
  Presentation includes photographer’s name, a description of the photographer’s work, the 
photographer’s relationship to his/her subjects, how that work has been received, published or 
exhibited, and how the photographer funded his/her work.  
  Presentation includes relevant details & a timeframe for photographer’s work.  
  Presentation has at least five examples of the photographer’s work.  
  Samples of the photographer’s work are presented in ppt or other professional manner.   
  Presentation includes student’s informed opinion of this photographer’s work. 
 Student presents him/herself well (stands at front of room, makes eye contact, speaks clearly).  
  Notes w/ list of photographs handed in to Professor Bloxom.    
 
Notes:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Points (100/100):  ______   
 


